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METALS UPDATE 

August 27, 2014 

London Gold AM Fix $1,285.00 -$1.50 from prior AM  
LME Copper Stocks 146,200 tons -550 tons. Shanghai Deliverable Stocks 109,618 tons +1,150 tons  
 
Global equity markets begin the Wednesday morning hours on a mixed track, with slight gains in Asia and most 
European indices waffling around unchanged levels. This morning's flow of European economic data came up 
short of expectations, and that has fostered speculation that the European Central Bank could pursue more 
aggressive quantitative easing measures at next week's meeting. In the meantime, US equity markets hover 
around record high levels ahead of the Wall Street opening, with lingering support coming from yesterday's 
upbeat consumer confidence data. The US economic calendar is quiet in today's session, which is likely to keep 
focus on geopolitical headline flow and price action in government debt markets.  
 
GOLD / SILVER 
All things considered, the gold and silver markets held up rather impressively yesterday in the face of a quasi-"risk 
on" day in equities. Gold and silver also held up well in the face of more new highs in the Dollar, but they also 
managed to discount safe haven selling pressure in the wake of news of a possible peace deal in Gaza and talks 
between Russian and Ukraine leaders. Technically the edge shifted in favor of the bull camp from the action on 
Tuesday, but that could simply leave the markets vulnerable to long liquidation later this week if the talk of a 
ceasefire in the Ukraine gathers momentum. However, Ukraine and Russia still need to resolve significant money 
issues with the Ukraine billions in arrears on gas purchases and the two leaders yesterday only agreeing to 
resume "negotiations" on the subject of gas. Another issue that might increase the confidence of the bear camp 
today is news of a decline in the gold derivative holdings again yesterday, especially with the string of declines in 
GLD holdings reaching to 3 straight days. Silver derivative holdings also declined by 96,838 ounces. In a positive 
note, Hong Kong gold prices managed to finish higher overnight and the Dollar is showing somewhat noted 
weakness to start and a slide below 82.50 in the September Dollar contract could embolden some fresh currency 
related buying of gold.  
 
PLATINUM  
The PGM metals complex appears to have gotten its feet back under prices, especially with the capacity to 
respect recent consolidation lows in platinum and by the return to the recent highs in palladium. In addition to a 
pattern of higher lows in palladium, the bull camp might be emboldened by a sharp increase in volume, but that 
could be the result of the roll from the September contract. For palladium to have ignored the prospect of a cease 
fire in the Ukraine yesterday that suggests the market isn't totally hinged on the threat of disrupted Russian supply 
but we are a little concerned with the rather definitive exodus of investment in both platinum and palladium 
derivative holdings yesterday afternoon. Platinum derivative holdings declined by 33,668 ounces while palladium 
derivative holdings declined by 124,684 ounces. The decline in investment in PGM is not something to discount! 
 
TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS  
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Our recent bullishness toward gold is tempered by a lack of heated debate between the Russian and Ukraine 
leaders in their meeting yesterday. However, we doubt that Russia has encountered such international scorn over 
the last 2 months to simply terminate the push into Eastern Ukraine without securing something like a guarantee 
for the money it is owed from the Ukraine or even additional territory. We also think that Putin will allow some time 
to pass before he attempts his next incident toward the Ukraine, and that could leave gold and silver a touch 
vulnerable to back and fill action today. Near-term support for December Gold is $1,280.40 and then at $1,274. 
Critical support in October Platinum is seen at $1,419 and then again down at $1,415.70. Uptrend channel 
support in December Palladium seen at $874 but closer in and potentially ultra-critical support is seen closer-in at 
a "quasi-double" low down at $885 today. We are very concerned with the sharp decline in palladium derivative 
holdings yesterday and because of that longs should consider exiting longs and or placing very tight profit stops 
on positions around that $884-$885 zone.  
 
 
COPPER  
The copper market forged an inside-day down on the charts in the face of renewed strength in the Dollar and 
mixed US scheduled data flows yesterday. It is possible that the reversal in the Shanghai Composite on Tuesday 
rekindled some fresh Chinese copper demand concerns, especially with Shanghai copper prices closing lower 
overnight. On the other hand, copper and other physical commodity markets should see some support from talk of 
a peace deal in Gaza and from more new all-time highs in certain US equity market measures this week. With a 
quasi-reversal on the December copper charts on Tuesday and somewhat bearish dialogue on copper prices 
from a copper industry official yesterday, the bear camp looks to maintain the edge today. The trade has to be 
somewhat disappointed in the wake of slowing US housing price gains and it also has to be disappointed by the 
fact that the US gains in Durable Goods activity was almost exclusively centered in the transportation sector. 
Some sellers on Tuesday suggested they were initiating shorts because of fears of slack Chinese copper demand 
ahead and with nearby copper prices still sitting roughly 10 cents a pound above last week's lows, copper looks 
and feels a little expensive. Near-term downside targeting in December Copper is seen at $3.1880 and then again 
down at $3.1715. In order to turn the tide away from the bear camp today might require a rally back above 
$3.2155.  
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